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STUDENT
ELECTIONS TOMORROW

TO VOTE
DON'T FORGET

Chicago Teachers College North
Vol. 10, No. 1

Wednesday, Sept. 23, 1964

RECORDER
SOCIETY
NOW BEING
FORMED
A Recorder Society is now being formed under the direction of
Miss Marilyn Ziffrin. This society
is for those people who enjoy playing the recorder even though they
are not of professional standing.

Music written for the Recorder
is from Baroque Period. There is
a revival of interest in recorder
music in our 20th century and
new recorder societies have been
formed all over the country.
C.T.C.-N.'s society will start out
with the basic soprano and alto
recorders but then as they grow
the tenor and brass recorders will
be added. The music will be simple
at first but as they progress it
will get more complicated. It is in
the spectrum of Miss Ziffrin's expectations that eventually they will
become good enough to add a small
group of str ing and keyboard instr uments to their group.

RED CROSS
GOV.KERNER SPEAKS CHAPTER
- CTC-N
AT GRADUATION TO HOLD "DESET
On August 19, 1964, C.T.C.-N.'s second on-campus graduation
opened to the traditional strains of Pomp and Circumstance. Following the National Anthem the Reverend Paul M. Asselin (Old St. Mary's
Instructional Center) delivered the opening prayer, stressing the need
for all teachers to find a place for God in their hearts, thus knowing
both themselves and others better in an effort to strive for that ultimate goal: better teachers.
After general welcoming remarks by DelJ-n Jerome Sachs, Dr.
Goldberg introduced the guest speaker, Gov. Otto Kerner. The Governor spoke on education and its future in Illinois. He emphasized the
fact that his administration has felt deep concern for educational programs with a view to the years ahead, and he felt that much of the
future is already the present in this state due to a number of new
programs sponsored in the last few years, to mention only a few :
higher teacher salaries, new and better schools, and stiffer requirements for state certification.
Following Gov. Kerner's address the graduates were presented with
their degrees. In all, 68 Bachelor of Arts and 92 Bachelor of Education
degrees were awarded. (Incidentally, most of the Bachelors were
women.)
The graduation cer emony closed with the benediction and recessional. · _

WELCOME FRESHMEN

DIRECTOR
T.O SPEAI(

Urban Ecology. ~
Boat Trip
}
This ·Saturday ~

AT CTC-N

on the Chicago
Wendella Yacht
Lake Michigan,
Sanitary & Ship

Date: Saturday, Sept. 26, 1964.
Hours : 8:30-3:30.
Cost:
lunch.)

$5.00

(Bring your own

For tickets see : William L. Howenstine, 319.

A DECEMBER, 1964
GRADUATING CLASS
PARTY IS NOW
BEING PLANNED.
Those Interested See:
Ellen Gavin
Gary Pearl

On Wednesday, September 30, at
5:00 P.M., The Red Cross Chapter
of C.T.C.-N. will hold a "Deset"
Reception," in the north side of
the cafeteria. This reception is being held especially for the freshmen, and other girls who would be
interested in the activities of the
Red Cross.
·
Our main activity consists of being dance hostesses at Hines Veterans Hospital, two Wednesdays a
month.
So if you're the kind of gal who
enjoys fun, and dancing, meeting
new friends, and also the opportunity to help. those less fortunate
than yourself, you'r e just the kind
of member the Red Cross wants
and needs.
P .S. That same night we will be
going to Hines. Transportation will
be provided so you needn't worry.
See you then.

-RAVlNIA

Meetings will be held every
Tuesday at 3 P .M. in Room E108.

Boat field trip
waterways - on
(Chicago River,
Cal-Sag Channel,
Canal).

RECEPTION"

:-i

'

m~

STUDENT ELECTIONS
TOMORROW
The Student Government Election of officers and senator s will be
held Thursday, September 24, 1964, from 9:00 A.M._ until 3:0~ P.M. ~n
the "A" side of the cafeteria. The Board of_ Electi?n Committee_ will
obta in two voting machines to be used for this elect10n. • Voters will be
instructed at the polls as to the use of the voting machines and to voting procedure. In order to be eligible to vote, a student must present
a validated I.D. card.
Results of the election will be posted on the bulletin boards out...
side of the cafeteria September 25, 1964.

On friday, September 25, 1964
Mr. Peter Dews will be at Chicago
Teachers College-North, 5500 N.
St. Louis Ave., Chicago 25, Illinois,
for a lecture, lunch and a reception.
Mr. Dews;·- the director of the
current Ravinia Shakespeare festival, was educated at Oxford University, where l:).e began his acting
career. He toured the U.S.A. in
1951 with the Oxford University
Players; in 1954, he joined the
BBC wher e h e produced over 200
plays in radio and TV. In 1960 Mr.
Dews formed a TV Company to
present the highly successful "An
Age of Kings," the entire cycle of
Shakespeare's History Plays. This
pr oduction won two major awards:
The Guild of TV Producers and Dir ectors Drama Award ( the English
"Emmy") and the coveted American Peabody A ward.

PARTY
PLATFORM
FOR TOMORROW'S
ELECTION ON
PAGES FOUR
AND FIVE
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MRS. WERCHUN
TUDIES ABROAD

are equivalent to our high school
and first two years of college.
After this Mrs. Werchun studied
at the French University in Beirut,
L ebanon. After 2 years in Lebanon
and 5 years in London, England,
J\:I:--s \rverchu n a rrived in the United States in 1952 becoming a citizen in 1957.
Even though Mrs. Werchun had
a ll this education behind her, she
continued her education at the
University of Chicago graduating
with a M.A. in French.
Mr s. Werchun also studied Russian in University of Chicago accumulating 36 semester hours
which she completed on a fellowship of the National Defense Act.
This past summer has been an
exciting and educational one for
Mrs. Werchun because it was spent
in Europe. While she was in Paris
Mrs. W erchun
for 5 weeks she studied at SorOne of the most widely traveled bonne. There she too){ a course in
persons on our faculty is Mrs. French Civilization.
Zofia Werchun. Mrs. Werchun was
More exciting for Mrs. Werchun
born in Poland and in 1940 went ' was her stay in Poland for 3 weeks,
for two and a half years to Russia. there she was reunited with her
While living in Russia she attend- parents after 24 years of separaed school but did not complete her tion.
secondary education in the Soviet
Recently Mrs. Werchun has
Union, Kazakhas tan Republic, but started the study of Spanish via
in P alestine, Nazareth. There in T.V. · This along with reading are
Palestine, she attended Gymnaz- . her hobbies. Oh! if only more peojum and Liceum schools, which ' ple had such hobbi: s.-

EUROPEAN SUMMER
PROGRAM ANNOUNCED

European Summer Program-1965
Cost: $8 10.
Includes : Tour of Europe and round-trip air-transportation by scheduled air line between New York and Europe, for $35 additional we
will include air transportation from New York to Chicago (on return) by scheduled air line and transfer in New York.
Tour: 33 days grand tour of Europe by deluxe coach covering 15
countries (incl. England and Yugoslavia) . Then 12 days on your
own. Room with bath $45 additional. Single room $55 additional.
This is an all-inclusive tour. Details furnished when application
is made.
Can I buy transportation only?
Yes, -40 places are open. Prices: $250 N .Y.-Europe-N.Y.
$295 N.Y.- Europe-Chicago
.Membership: Compulsor y matriculation (cost $5) at Western New
Mexico University. This fee is not refundable.
When: Departu re from N.Y, C. on or about July 5, return from Europe
on or about Aug. 20.
Academic credit: Available for tour participants 3 to 6 credits. Cost:
$15 per sem ester hour.
Applications : Will be accepted immediately on a first-come-first-served
basis. When all seats are filled, applications will be accepted on a
stand-by basis. Deposit of $50 must accompany application. Full
p~yment must be received by May 1st. Refunds will be made until 6 weeks before departure.
Write to: Prof. Roger H , Charlier
.
Chicago Teachers College North
5500 No. St. Louis Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60641
Phones: JU 3:4050 (Ext. 226 ) or AV 6-2655

BOOK EXCHANGE'S
SUCCESS CONTINUES

The C.T.C. book exchange, in the
props room behind the auditorium,
set up shop September 9-18, with
chorus ·riser platforms for smooth
book counters and fraternity and
sorority member s a s the cheerful
cler ks .
"Books are sold for more and
bought for less at the book exchange," said Dan Goodwin who

origin;ited the C.T.C. book exchange last spring. Jim Kriling,
an Mu Sigma Omega fraternity
brother said that all brothers put
in · volunteer · time through the
week. Lambda Sigma Alpha
(Ladies Service Association) staffed the book exchange in the same
way with its LSA members, said
sorority member Jeannette Krama.
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DISCUSS EFFECTIVENESS
OF LECTURE TECHNIQUE
Austin, Texas-(1.P.) - The problem is not to avoid big classes but
to avoid poor lectures, a University of Texas government professor contends as he views the oncoming throng of college students.
Dr. William S. Livingston argues
that "we are going to have to resort increasingly to the largegroup lecture and turn away increasingly from the small-group,
class-discussion · type of teaching."
"This is not necessarily bad," he
adds. "A good big-class lecture is
far superior as a teaching method
to a poor small-class discussion,"
Dr. Livingston asserts. "But the
growing numbers of students also
mean an increased use of teaching
assistants, which in turn places on
us an increased responsibility for
training and supervising the assistants."
Dr. Livingston says many "independent study" schemes and television classes do not save any significant amount of faculty time,
and have yet to prove their effectiveness. Instead of those tech-

niques, he suggests the following:
"Temporarily, at least, we can
group larger numbers of students
together for a couple of lectures a
week, dividing them into smaller
discussion groups for a session
with teaching assistants or other
faculty members. We can save
time by cutting down on the number of class meetings per course;
surely. -there is no magic in the
practice of insisting on 40 or 45
class meetings for each three-hour
course. We can make increased
use of individual library study. We
can doubtless do other things we
have not yet considered.
"No country in the world bases
its university system on as many
conta ct hours between professor
and student as does the U.S."
Professor Livingston suggested
it may be advantageous to reconsider the "whole apparatus of registrations, courses, credits, grades,"
which "have their place, but take
a tremendous amount of time-of
students, faculty and administration."

Library Reports
Progress In
Re-organization
The first step in the reclassification of the Library, reported in
Progress Report No. 1, told of the
shift of all books in the circulating
collection to th·e south end of the
lower level stack area. This included the placing of the education books with Dewey numbers
from 37Q-379 in their proper numerical place in the lower level
stack area.
A second move of location has
been completed in the reference
collection in the main reading room
to make room for the newly-classified books. The books have been
rearranged so that those from
R300 to R999 are on the slielves
on the south side of the room;
those from R00l to R.299 remain
on the north side of the room.
The first three ranges of stacks on
the north side of the main reading
room will ·contain the reference
books classified with the new
system.
Within the next weeks, books
classified using the Library of
Congress system will begin to appear on the shelves in both the reference and circulating collections.
From this time on, it will be necessary for users to consult the
card catalog to determine whether
a book will be found in the old or
the new section. The call number
wiH appear in the same place in
the upper left hand corner of the
catalog card. The form of the call
number will vary, but in general
will follow this pattern:

AC-broad subject area (arranged alphabetically).
2415-specific subject area (arranged m:1merically).
S42W3-individual book mark
(each unit treated separately, arranged first by the letter, then by
the number treated as a decimal).
Shelves in all areas will have
temporary labels which will be
changed as often as necessary to
guide users to the right locations.
An Outline of the Library of Congress Classification has been provided to all faculty members.
Copies of this outline may be consulted at the Circulation Desk. Interested non-faculty s.taff members
and students may obtain personal
copies from the Library Office.
There is a limited number available.
A major change of location will
be the placing of all books in the
Z class, whether reference or circulating, in the area formerly used
for the Education Collection in the
southeast wing of the Library.
These are chiefly bibliographies,
works on books and bookmaking,
and works on library science. The
purpose of this special collection is
to provide a single area for research tools, apart from the general study areas.
The Library again solicits the
suggestions of all library users
concerning maximum, ease and efficiency of operation during the
reclassification project.
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FACULTY Sl(ETCH

by Laurene Truher
and the like. She promises that if
she doesn't know the answer at
the moment, she will do everything
in her power to find it out within
as short a time as is possible.
Miss Mccreery came to C.T.C.N. well-qualified for this position.
She received her Bachelor's degree
in psychology and her Master's in
guidance and counselling from
Northwestern University prior to
a ten-year stretch as administrative assistant to the Dean of Education at Northwestern. From
there she went to Wilson Junior
College for two years' experience
as academic counselor.
Miss McCreel'J'
Her other activities involve sponMiss Dorothy M. Mccreery is an soring the Red Cross Club here on
"institution," if we may use the campus and working with Pi
term, well-known to many students Lambda Theta, an honorary sororiwithin this college. She fancies ty for women in education on the
herself as a kind of academic pan- Northwestern campus.
Miss McCreery's special interest,
ic button. From her office in the
Student Union, just above the caf- however, is freshmen. She hopes
eteria, she acts daily as the coun- that all of our freshmen will feel
selor · for student academic prob- free to come to her office at any
lems. Her chief duties consist of time ·to express any problem they
assisting students planning their might have, and to ask any quesprograms to meet the requirement tions that still remain unanswered
for graduation and for their own about the school and about their
needs as well as in helping pro- courses. It would ·be a good idea
bationary students to solve their for all students--freshmen, transproblems. In addition to this, she ferees and veterans--to become achopes that every student will take quainted with Miss McCreery and
the time to see her about the many to use her services to their fullest
rumors constantly buzzing around advantage. After all, as she so aptcampus regarding course offerings ly puts it, that's her job!
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Old Town Players
Open New Season

In the beginning, t~ere was will require a great deal of skill
Broadway. Then Off-Broadway be- to produce and still maintain the
came "in," and finally the literati integrity of this sardonic look at
began to search out the then ob- ourselves.
scure "community theater." Today,
For · the · production, the Old
this still relatively u·ntapped re- Town Garden Playhouse will be
source of small theater groups is transformed into a brothel outside
becoming the experimenting of which rages a fierce revolution
ground for aventegarde plays and and yet within, the world of fant he training ground for new talent. tasy holds court. Genet draws his
On the fringe of "Old Town," characters with a fine lead, as
there exists a group of players though the playwright were trying
who shall attempt to blow. the lid to unwind the threads of his own
off this year's season with their rather wretched life.
first production. The Old Town
If nothing else "The Balcony" is
Garden Players will lay it all on an unconventional play from the
the line with their first production pen of an unconventional author
of the season- Jean Genet's pow- who in his lifetime has been
erful play, "The Balcony."
branded almost everything offenA dramatic transition will be in sive to society. The ideas and
evidence throughout the season at words of this man spill out of the
t he Playhouse on Sedgwick and pages and onto the stage in a
Evergreen Streets. P rofessional splash of uncomfortable, soulDirector Arthur Mandler will be searching black and white, dewielding the demanding whip that manding the most exhaustive perexacts the finest theater and cre- formances from all of the cast.
ative accomplishments from the
With uncompromising and comPlayers' company. Since Mandler's plete realization of their direction,
last fling with the Garden Players, the Old Town Garden Players shall
doing Dylan Thomas' "Under Milk- attempt to give to Chicago theater
wood" last season, he has decided audiences a haven where "from
t o take on three plays for this sea- the mouths of all speak utterances
son beginning with "The Balcony." which free the soul."
Mandler's training in film direction
"The Balcony" will open October
and his background in the other 9th and run three consecutive
creative arts should blend nicely weekends with Friday, Saturday
with the unrestrained ent husiasm and Sunday night performances.
and raw talent of the performers. For information and a list of the
In choosing Genet's "Balcony" Old Town Garden Players presenthe Players have bit off an enor- tations from the season, call Mario
On the evening of August 20th, a jovial group gathered at the Red mous chunk of fantasy-r eality that Tosto, 467-3457 or 944-2945.
Fox Restaurant. This group bore the proud title of Chicago Teachers
College-North's Summer Bowling League. Since each member had
competed diligently with himself and for his own team against the opposing teams throughout the season, that late August night proved the
adage "to the victors belong-the spoils."
·
All was not the mere excitement of trophies for winning teams and
high averages, for there· was the greeting of honored guests, the enjoyment of a sirloin of beef dinner, the listening to fine addresses by
the speakers, and the merry foot-tapping to the versatile folk singing
of the Trade Winds (Mary Schuster, Barbara Sommen, Margraet Hamm
and Gary Mazzeri).
Yet the highlight of the evening, the receiving of the hard-foughtfor trophies, held the members and guests intensely. The smiles and
applause went to the following victors:
First Place TeamGirls:
11
Myxpltts
High Series-,HOME OF C.T.C.-N. BOWLING LEAGU~ 11
Bob Petzko
Donna Ronney 460
Ron Simon
High AveragePam Skorczewski
Pam Skorczewski 136
High GameSecond Place TeamBarb Morse 187
Nameless
So a · hearty congratulations to
Janet Abbey
the trophy winners and · sincere
Kathy Bartosz
good luck to those young diligents
Linda Ischkum
who have come back this semester
Regina Warner
to release those tensions by addBoys:
ing new frustratior:is through bowlHigh Seriesing in the fall league!
Ron Simon 499
GRILL • COCKTAIL LOUNGE • BILLIARD·S
ANYONE INTERESTED IN
High AverageBOWLING THIS SEMESTER
Jim Aylward 179
SHOULD CONTACT
BANQUET & MEETING ROOMS
High GameMRS. PETTY.
Philip Rajca 201
HER OFFICE IS IN THE GYM.

BOW~ING NEWS

HABETLER BOWL

5250 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
PHONE SP 4-0500

DEADLINE DATE
·3 0 S E PT E M BE R 1964

INTERIM
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PARTY PLATFORMS ANNOUNCED

"Will you tell me, what does the Senate do?"
"Well ... , gee, I don't know, you better ask somebody else."
How many times have you heard this scene enacted before? I
suspect the answer is: numerous times. We in the STUDENT VOICE
PARTY want to correct this situation. Our answer is to go out to the
students and show them that we care. Why? Before anyone has interest in or concern about anything, he must see that it has some rela• uon to and meaning for his own life. Until now the Student Senate has
had very little relation to or effect upon our lives as students in this
college. How? We will go right to where the students are, the lunchroom. We will announce that there is to be a meeting right here and
now. Call it a gripe session, or a grievance committee, but any problem that you have will be dealt with at this meeting. The Senate members at the meeting will decide if the Senate can help you and if the
answer is yes, the issue will be brought before the entire Senate. If
you have a Student Voice Senate you can be sure that something will
be done about your problem. But, more important than the solution to
any particular problem, the effect such bi-weekly meetings will have
on the spirit in this school will be the most positive gain. We in the
STUDENT VOICE PARTY fervently belive that if you go out and
meet people more than half way and show interest in them and their
problems, the interest will be returned with dividends. There has been
only one flight of stairs between the Senate and the rest of the school,
but until now the distance has been immense.
On what other issues will the STUDENT VOICE PARTY show its
concern for you? The question of whet.her or not this school goes state
is a.burning issue. We should have some say in the matter. But, first
we have to be informed on what will result if such a change takes place.
The information is to be gotten, not .from newspaper articles, but from
the man who knows the answers: Dean Sachs. We propose a question
and answer period in the auditorium where the students can get the
facts. The dean has expressed great interest in such an idea. Then,
when all of us have been given a sound ba~is of fact on which to make
a decision we will hold a referendum among all the students in the
school. We will then present the results of this poll to the State Legislature in Springfield. Will we force the legislature to adopt our view?
No. Can we influence their decision? Yes.
What are some of the other issues? More involvement in school
activities for the freshmen, more intramural and the beginning of intercollegiate sports for men and women, "fireside chats" with faculty and
guest speakers, support for the student-faculty seminar on curriculum,
and many other ideas and plans that you will hear more of later.
Who -is behind all these ideas? .Our President is Dallas Browne,
Vice-President Tom Cargill, Treasurer Bob Skaja, Secretary Cindy
· Golema. Our Senators are: StepheD Tallackson, Vivian Hopp, Stu Channon, Rose Carone, Karen Lewinski, Karen Balnis, Bob Roberts, and
John Champagne.
You will hear much about the Senate fighting for the students. As
we have said earlier, we will champion the student's cause. But when
we "fight" we will make darn sure -it is for an important cause and
with good reason. For, who will we be "fighting" but the faculty, Dean
Sachs, or other members of the administration and we will not run the
risk of alienating these people who have done so much for us over a
petty problem or an area we have no right to be in. The STUDENT
VOICE PARTY has adopted as an operating principle the following
request of a very wise man:
God grant me the S.erenity to accept
The Things I cannot change;
Courage to change the things I can;
And Wisdom to know the difference.

"There are many in this old
world of ours who hold that things
break about even for all of us. I
have observed for example that we
all get the same amount of ice.
The rich get it in the summertime
and the poor get it in the winter.
William Barclay "Bat" Masterson

Election time approaches once again. Contrary to the elections in
the past, this one appears to have the pep and enthusiasm lacking in
the past. Another difference stands out very strongly in the issues
presented by each of the candidates, and not in their personalities.
There are some matters which will be accomplished no matter who
is elected on S.E.P.tember 24th. Among these are some shifts in reorganization of the curriculum and in more Senate-sponsored activities.
Our school is a good one, but it lacks quite a bit of the "zip" which ·
characterizes other campuses. If we build upon the strong foundation
which has been built for us, there are few heights which cannot be
attained.
Part of this strong foundation )las been laid during the two administrations of Pete Roels. The accomplishments of these terms speak for
themselves. In the last presidential election, Pete headed a fine ticket
which ran under the S.E.P. banner. S.E.P. stands for the Student
Expression Party. We of the party feel that the student body should
express their opinions to those who can do something about it. Once
their feelings are known, constructive steps may be taken. The first
task, however, is to _voice your comments or complaints.
But to whom can you do this? How many t"imes have you asked
y ourself: "Who is a senator?" Or how many times have you been
shocked when you found out that one of your classmates was actually
a member of the Senate? Or wondered what the Senate was doing?
Unfortunately, this very same thing happens all too often. S.E.P.
would bring about steps to alleviate this problem. If the Senate has
to do anything, the Senators must be known as Senators. In office,
v, e propose to initiate a publicity campaign to familiarize every student with those who serve as their representatives.
Other projects of S.E.P. include:
1. A student member on the Curriculum Council. This has been
attempted in the past without much success. Courses have been
added and many good ones dropped with no explanation to the ·
student body.
2. A stoplight at Foster and St. Louis. This may se.e m unimportant to many voters, but in the long run it is not.
3. Another minor improvement-the installation of water fountains near the auditorium. When students come to· a lecture, a
concert, etc., at night, the nearest water fountain available is
located in the student lounges. There is no reason why there
could not and should not be water fountains where they are
needed.
4. Course evaluation. Our school is mainly ~xperimental, yet the
students' reactions are rarely sought. We are taking the courses
-why not get our reactions to them, Through our comments
many courses might be helpful. Many professors might be surprised at our views for improving courses. It is interesting to
note that Northwestern and other colleges and universities have
such a program.
These are some of our aims. There are no sweeping reforms no
smashing crusades. Neither do we propose to plod along. We feei we
have a constructive program which can continue the fine progress our
school is making.
There are those who say our school is not making progress. To
them we say "hogwash." This is a good institution. Otherwise, what
purpose would there be in our being here? Constructive criticism is always needed. Destructive criticism is never wanted or needed. Let us
build upon what has been done, instead of ripping down the strong
foundation we have.
One final point, S.E.P.'s candidates are:
Jim Oehler-President
Ralph Esposito- Vice President
Edie Schlossman-Secretary
Lea Rae Geller-Treasurer

Senator:
Barbara Izdebski
Frank Gnagni
Linda Mayer
Laurence Truher
Jim Levell
Jim Kotrba
Sharon Dzubla
Doris Smith
Sarah Polachek
Our party is the only one which is running four candidates for of! fic_
e rs, all of whom were serving in the Senate last trimester. This
means, simply, that each of them is familiar with the problems which
face this organization. This is a note which should be considered when
balloting.
So, this is our program. The choice is up to you- the voters. You
will select, on S.E.P.tember 24th those who will lead you. Make sure
you can stomach two semesters of whomever is victorious.

INTERIM
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gf{jf;f._1r~T ELECTIONS

In three and a half years Stu- 1 Club, has performed for the SpanOn Thursday, 24 of Sep~mber, the student body of C.T.C.-N. will
dent Government has done · noth- ish Club and in S.E.L.F. benefits vote for a President of the Student Senate and other offices.
ing more than deliberate and a s a folk singer.
pi the past the INTERIM has supported a committee referendum
throw a couple of dances. Once it
V.P.- Dan Goodwin: Chairman and abolishment of the Student Government. We felt that the Student
gave out pins to its members to of Committee that founded Stusatisfy some egos. It has never dent Government in 1961; Founded Senate, in its entirety, was a, "do-nothing," worthless organization.
accomplished a positive and tangi- Student Voice Party and headed it The people ran for offices only as an ego-building device. When ten
ble job for the student body, this for two years. (It is sig. that he offices were open the election committee was very fortunate if they
is why upper classmen have no re- changed parties); was first Stu- found ten people willing to run for these offices.
The elections were always supported by at least 5% of the student
spect for it.
dent President of C.T.C.-N.; led body.
Since no party has ever accom- pr ~test a~ainst ten triID:ester reNow we begin a new semester and with it the election of a new
plished the many fine ideas they qmre1:1ent, was _on comm1~tee t~at Student Senate. Because of the major issues involved, this election
have promised at election time, orgamze? ~u S1g_ma and 1s active and its campaigns have become very heated. Three well qualified inAction Party has taken on only m ember, e _, ~abllshed Book ~x- dividuals, leading three parties of well-qualified individulas now optwo: the Question of Going State ?hange, and 1s currently managmg pose each other in the forthcoming election.
and the Curriculum Assessment
ha~ been a member of PHC
The election, and its campaigns are directed towards the large
Project. The Illinois legislature smce 1t began; has been mem1:>er
will consider this question in 1965, of the Newman Club and Spamsh freshmen class because the freshmen class .alone could decide the election.. They who will be' here for the next three or four years should
· and so far no definite provisions Club.
be concerned with the issues because it will affect their entire college
have be~n made to guarantee your
Sec.-Rita Tuchten: Has been
career.
tuition free status. Since it will Secretary of L.S.A. and currently
Two of the parties, "Action" and "Student Voice" are concerned
benefit us to go state it is our de- is President; member of UNESCOsire to do so provided our tuition CEF ; has been Secretary of the with these major issues: "Whether C.T.C.-N. should go St.ate" and
does not g o up. Our news reprints PHC, a member of the Spanish "The Curriculum Assessment Project." These two issues alone will
are already circulating, we also in- Club, and the Senate; several affect every student and faculty member in this school.
A referendum will be called for by whichever party, mentioned
tend to invite speakers to inform times on Dean's List.
you on both sides of the issue.
Treas.-Norten Savlin: Seven above, wins to determine student opinion. While this may not be a
Before the legislature meets we trimesters in the Senate (five of very effective device in swaying, one way or the other, the State Legiswill hold a referendum and make these as Chairman of the Activities lature, at least there is concern for your opinion.
the :results known to the press and Committee) and is currently Sen•
These issues sho1ild be voted upon and the results be "heard." The
the legislature. The legislators ior Senator; Has demonstrated students at this college should not be dictated to without a hearing and
will expect you to express your leadership in his ability to turn these two parties seem to feel that "to be heard" is possible.
selves on this issue. Action Party out a Senate vote in his interest at
The third party, SEP, is concerned with issues i hat will have little
has been in touch with this ques- crucial moments; helped found
tion for months, it is only because Year Book; and is currently Busi- effect on the student body as a whole. A stop light at Foster and St.
the past · government ignored it ness Editor of Beehive; is current- Louis just doesn't seem as important as the two issues mentioned
that many of us are running.
ly Vice-Pres. of the campus Young above. This party tends to show little concern for major issues but
Democrats and a member of the tends to stress the minor ones. Granted that minor issues, as well as
maj or ones, are important, but is "going state" less important than
The matter of going state affects Board of Directors of P.A.D.
"water fountains ?Y the auditorium."
every phase of student a ctivities
Senators
It is the opinion of the editorial staff of the INTERIM that the
and services. · Refreshments in maSHERRY PRESS: Dean's List; choice for a "new" Student Senate must be between two parties, "Acchines could be available after
cafeteria hours. Dormitories and Board of Directors of P .A.D.
tion" and the "Student Voice."
BARBARA KROHNER: Pres. of
inter-collegiate sports would be
\Ve do support one party, "Action," because we feel that this party
UNESCO-CEF,
Secretary
and
past
more possible. Restrictions on
is
the
most sincere in its promises of future student concern. "Action"
profit making affairs, sororities, Pin Chairman of the L.S.A., has has more qualified people on its ticket and we feel that "Action," in
been
member
of
the
Spanish
Club;
fraternities, the sale of books, cigwinning the election this Thursday, will move faster towards a deterarettes and group pl1;1.nned health Dean's List.
mination of our "two major issues."
KAREN
KLEINSCHMIDT:
insurance w o u l d fall away. To
Dick Thome, Dan Goodwin, and Norten Savlin, to mention only a
promise these things without go- Treasurer of L.S.A. for two trimesfew
of this party's candidates, are proven organizers (see party platters
and
Vice-President
for
three
ing state is ludricous.
trim esters; is Vice-President of forms.) Their party, with the help of the student body, will progress
The Curriculum Assessment UNESCO-CEF; member of PHC. as the school progresses.
TOM BREHMAN: Veteran of
We feel that a st.ate supported school, multi-purpose, is a more
Project is designed to expose the
dominant questions, complaints, the Senate; current member of functional school than one_)hat is dominated by a particular board of
criticisms and even praises in the S.E.L.F.; Chairman of S.E.L.F.'s education for one purpose. Only your vote can determine how you, as
academic program. Samples of our Program Committee for the next students, feel. We urge you to read the party platforms in this issue
questionnaire and details of the Benefit.
of INTERIM, evaluate them, and then vote for the party of your ~hoice,
JANE HANSEN: Member of "ACTION."
project are circulating. Much work
and effort went into drafting the S.E.L.F.
COLIN SIMPSON: Has been
q11P~tionnairP anrl gettirn, administration approval on it, we are m ember of Political Science Club
risking the work in this election and is Political Science major.
JOE CAPP: Member of MSO;
so that the project may be truly
member of Stage Players and
representative of the students.
CHICAGO TEACHERS COLLEGE-NORTH
played a leading role in "Death of
Vol. 10, No. 1 - Sept. 23, 1964
MEMBER
Most of the Action candidates a Salesman."
ROBERTA McGUIRE: Member
have already proven themselves,
Interim is published bi-weekly at Chicago Teachers Colleg,._North, 5500 N. St. Loaia
their records are outlined below. Of Stage Players and played a The
Ave., Chicago 25, Ill. Subscription rate is $2.50 per year to cover coat of handling, postage,
The ability to turn ideas into real- role in "Death of a Salesman ;" etc. Letters to the editor must be signed, however, names will be withheld apon reqaeat.
PHC.
W e reserve the right to condense letters to the editor when necessary. All pabliahed opinity is a unique claim of this Party. High Honors; member ofSANDRA
ions are those of the INTERIM staff, except in the case of letter■ to the editor. Theae
BEN LUEBBING and
opinions do not necessarily reflect the official views of the college.
Pres.-Dick Thome: Four tri- ~~!;1'fr~~~~e~~eJe ht:'roe
Editor-in-Chief .. . ..... ............ ....... .... .... .....
................... ...................... .............Gary W. Pearl
mesters in Student Senate where
Assistant Editor-in-Chief ......... ..................... .... ........ ........................................... ...... Martha Thoennes
he proposed a major renovation in Wright Junior College a few tri- F eature Writers ... .... ..... ..... .. ... ...................... .... Tim Scanlan, Laurene Truher, Greg Gottstein
. .. ... ........... Barbara Lofgren, Stephen Tallackson, Pat Devereaux,
its organization and role; Exam- mesters ago. Wright has a Stu- Reporters .
Judy Baker, JoAnn Pareti, Susan Kloiber, Bob Skaja,
ples of adopted proposals: cash dent Government that is an integ•
Darlene Ullrich, Bob Delaney, Mortis Schwartz, Frank Collins,
Denise Kelley, Mary Ellen Kane, Susan Schwartz, Pat Dana,
award to a student doing outstand- r al part of the administration of
Fredene Pecchia. Ronald Keener
ing work in activities and a r educ- the activities program at the coltion in the quorum; helped to es- lege. They were appalled at the Advertising Manager .............. ... .. ......... ................................ .......................................Frank Koslowski
. ................. ................................................................Frank Sesko
tablish Student Emergency Loan condition of C.T.C.-N.'s Govern- . Asst. A~vertising Mgr.
from these_ two Candi- ; CCarortsosowno1rsdt P ·u·•··.··1·e·····. ·. ·.·.·. ············· .................................................................................................Jim Hanley
Fund,- is currently Treasurer .of ment. Thus,
t
l t
l
...................................................Kathy Walsh, Jackie Swidron
1
S.E.L.F.; has been a delegate to dates wil. come an ar ICU a e P an Photographer ... ....
.................................................................................................. Karen Wolfeil
the MMUN convention; has been for the renova:tion of the Student Sponsor
....... .... .... .............. ........ ...................................................................... Ely M. Liebow
a member of the Physical Health Government.
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BOOK REVIEW

''NATIVE SON''
by Steve Tallackson

Normally one reviews a new
book. This time, however, I am reviewing a book that is twenty-four
years old. Richard Wright wrote
Nativ e Son in 1940. Why am I re~
viewing it then? I want to bring
to your attention a book that has
been too little read by our generation and which bears very pertinently on the "race problem" today. Nati ve Son is a novel about
a Negro in Chicago. Not that socalled underdeveloped and bigoted
part of our country, the South, but
right here in Chicago. We are not
allowed to sit back and murmur
piously about other people's prejudices. The Chicago Mr. Wright
portrays is very real and the tragedy of this book (and it is a tragedy) is that the deadly situation of
hate and fear that is presented is
still very much with us today.
Mr. Wright indicts all of us: the
real estate dealer who forces the
Negro to stay in a dirty, crowded,
run-down ghetto thru p.is restrictive selling practices, the major
newspapers that further public
prejudices and misconceptions, the
philanthropist who gives money to
Negro colleges and Boy's Clubs
but refuses to let a Negro live next
door to him, the "open-minded"
person who feels that because he
has an awareness of the Negro's
problems this awareness frees him
from an obligation to do something
about this knowledge, and the Negro who accepts the white man's
image of him. Mr. Wright destroys
the illusion that those of us who
live in the North are so enlightened and that the Negro "has it so

much better up here." Only if you
consider cleaning somebody else's
house or driving somebody else's
car better than plowing somebody
else's field is life for the majority
of Negroes better in Chicago than
Jackson or Birmingham.
Mr. Wright reveals these facts so
incisively in this novel thru the life
of his main character Bigger
Thomas. Bigger accidently kills a
white girl. He runs because he
knows that it does not matter that
the killing was an accident. What
matters is that the girl was white
and he is black. If he had accidently killed a colored girl (or even if
it wasn't accidental) that would
have been a different story. But he
has awakened the feared l;mg-a-boo
of sex between the races. Now
people must react and avenge this
crossing of the line. He must be
killed so that the spector of the
"colored" will be blotted from our
minds and so that "our white
women will be safe on the streets."
This Negro transgressor is too
st rong a reminder of our own
guilt.
Native Son still holds relevance
for our lives in 1964 America because It holds up to our view a
society that is sick at the core and
is only beginning to realize its affliction. John D onn e once said "Do
not send to ask for whom the bell
tolls, it tolls for thee.' Hemingway
rang that bell in 1940 to remind us
of this fact in Spain. So did
Richard Wright on another front.
That bell is still tolling in this
country. Will we listen and heed
its message?

S.E.L.F. Defined
History
The Student Emergency Loan
Fund originated in the summer of
1963. Since then, two benefits have
raised the size of the Fund to $1100
as of July, 1964. Since S.E.L.F.'s
first loan issued in . December,
·1963, until the close of the first
fiscal year in July, 1964, $1155 had
been loaned out to 19 people.
How much can be borrowed?
Students can borrow up to $75
from S .E.L.F. on a no-interest
bi:isis. . A slight service fee, rated
according to the size of the loan,
will be charged at the time the
loan is issued.
Who can borrow?
Any student of C.T.C.-N. in need
of financial aid in order to continue
his attendance at C.T.C.-N. and
whose application meets majority
approval of the Acceptance Committee may borrow from this fund.
For quick approval, the Committee
recommends that a student have a
regular income in order to repay
the loan, not be on academic probation, be one term in residence,
and that any 13tudent under legal
age have par ental approval. Ex-

ceptions can be made at the discretion of the Committee. There
is no interest charged to a S.E.L.F.
loan; however, a slight service fee
will be charged to a S.E.L.F. loan
at the time the loan is made. The
repayment plan is worked out between the student borrower and
his interviewer.

How can a S.E.L.F. loan be
ob-tained?
Application Forms may be obtained through any Committee
member:
Pat Seidler
Dick Thome
Tom Brehman
Sharon Klein
Mrs. R. Brandzel
Mrs. B. Zimmerman
or at the S.E.L.F. office, room E211,
in the Student Union. After obtaining and filling out an application form, the applicant must
choose an interviewer from the
above list and contact him. A
schedule is posted for your convenience outside E211. The interviewer will make further arrangements with the applicant from this
point forward.
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Many Activities Availahle
To CTC-N Students
CLUBS FOR EVERY INTEREST
Organization

Sponsor and Office No.

Officers

Bowling

Mrs. Petty

Geography Club

Dr. Dierickx

609

Chuck Theodor

Interim

Mr. Liebow

415

Gary Pearl
Martha Thoennes

Lambda Sigma Alpha

Mrs. Schrager

326

Rita Tuchtin

Math Club

Mr. Harkin

612

Jim Ohler
Ralph Esposito

Mu Sigma Omega

Mr. Moorhead

219

Jon Ford
Bob Parks

Orchesis

Mrs. Petty

G120

Gl20

P.A.D.

Carol Snobel
Joseph Hertel

Physical Health Club

Mr. Ziagos

Poltical Science Club

Dr. Farr

G115
314

Cindy Golema
Sharon Klein

Russian Club

Mrs. Werchun

624

Tony Wesolouski

S.E.L.F.

Mrs. Brandzel

526

Pat Seidler

Spanish Club

Mrs. O'Cherony

429

Lucy Ogg

Stage Players

Mr .Hok

Student Community
Service

Mrs. Schrager

G138

326

Support Active Members on Campus
Year Book

Mike Levin
Charlene Kosloff
Ralph Campagna

Mrs. Zimmerman E219

Darlene J erdkowski

LINCOLN OFFICE SUPPLIES
Complete Line of Office Supplies

SOCIAL & COMMERCIAL PRINTING

MIMEOGRAPH & DUPLICATOR PAPERS
TYPING BONDS - TISSUES

5137 LINCOLN AVENUE
TELEPHONE 334-0563
Special Discount to C.T.C.-N. Students
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L.B.J.: THE WORDS AND THE ISSUES
by Martha Thonnes

·

PRO

·

by Tim Scanlan

CON

And there were other statements
also, but none which drew
more
· 1atloms
· · t,
"Those who give up essentia1
Eve ry four years, the American criticism, more cries of 1so
liberty to obtain a little ·tern.p eople discover that they are about than his pledge of t h e "G rea t s0 h
·
porary safety deserve ne1t er
to be undermined, overthrown, or ciety." Unfortunate1Y, comages,
es.
·
liberty nor safety."
bullied into the worst evils this pecially campaign
comages,
are
side of total annihilation. They dis- prime political targets, and "like
-Benjamin Franklin
cover, much to their surprise, that his "War on Poverty," Mr. JohnAs Abraham Lincoln said, ours
the economy is collapsing, the Con- son's "Great Society" seems is a government of, by, and for
stitution has been violated, the doomed to the cartoonist's board the people, but as we lower our
Commies are coming (or worse and the after-dinner brand of jokes. eyes from the id~alistic heights
still, already have), and that the While it seems a pity, the Presi- and focus on what actually prepresent Administration is totally dent may yet have the last laugh vails, we se~ quite a different piehopeless, fantastically . inept, and once the taxpayers pocket the bill ture. The political parties or spe·about as -corrupt as Jesse James for his new anti-poverty legisla- cial interest groups elect public
and Bluebeard put together. This tion. He may also have the laS t officials nowadays, not "the peopolitical caterwauling wages for laugh once the election results are ple." No longer do we have the
nine raucous, balloon-filled, banner- in, for his program boils down to "independent," but rather the "unwaving, handshaking, finger-point- the kind of common sense the man decided" voter. The reason for
ing weeks until finally the public on the street believes. In fact, it this is Big Government. The growhas its say (or approximately two- all boils down to two short para- ing federal burocracy views the
thirds of them do), and miraculous- graphs which many people may individual as something to be maly enough the ship of state pulls have overlooked.
nipulated, not someone to cater to.
out of the murk still afloat and
" ... Americans today are freer There is a department for every
happy days are surely here again. to live as they want to live, to pur - task, a burocrat for every decision.
In true style the Democratic con- sue their ambitions, meet their de- The federal government will not
even give tax money back to a
vention produced its own series of sires, and raise their families than
nd state without first setting up an
guaranteed-to-sell spectaculars at any time in our history. A
when it convened in Atlantic City every American knows in his heart "agency" to administer the money.
We are being manipulated down
the last week of August. There this is true.
"The contest we face today · · · the road toward -the regimented
were floor-fights aplenty, the usual
supply of disgruntled delegates, is not between liberals and con- society. But some cannot be conand an army of LBJ balloons, ban- servatives, party and party, plat- vinced that the central government
ners, and pretty-girls, but the most form and platform. It is between can and will become too powerful.
spectacular person by far was Lyn- those who see what can be and For these we must turn around
don Baines Johnson, director, pro- those who want only to maintain and examine the past, and in more
ducer, and star supreme of the the status quo. It is between those concrete terms.
who welcome the future and those
Who is to answer the yet to be
billion dollar extravaganza.
who turn away from its promise." answered questions c o nc e rning
Most people .d on't believe half Bobby Baker's gift-bearing friendOne can hardly help but note the
contrast between President John- the nonsense they've heard about ship with Lyndon Johnson? And
son's party and the battleground Sen. Goldwater. But on the other does not President Johnson's un• t en t
on which Sen. Goldwater waged hand' they haven't heard anything realistic promise of t h e ommpo
·
his do-or-die fight for the GOP 11.ke th1·s e1·ther. They haven't central government s t ampmg
ou t
nomination. Similarily, one · can heard too much about what the poverty by decree border on the
hardly help but note the contrast GOP candidate will do here, at ridiculous? Such an) dea can only
of that final night, that final ac- home, and in all sincerity this is be idealistically utopian or insinceptance speech to the earlier, and what counts first at the polls. cere.
President Johnson made a big
by now infamous, "extremism in While the Republicans juggle atom
the cause of liberty" speech of al- bombs and promise to fight anti- production out of the civil rights
most two months ago. Certainly constitutional legislation, the Pres- bill, yet he will be wi~ling to softthere was very little fire in John- ident, it seems, has chosen a wiser
son's address, but there were sev- program in the long run. Better
V.ll
.ll '.D.1.....1
eral phrases, several sentences, of education, increased social security ..L '
little oratorical significance, but benefits, civil rights legislation, Dear Troubled and Heartbroken
more importantly of simple and urban renewal, further tax reduc- Friends,
tion and higher wages seem pretty
This Fall, beginning with the
sincerely-stated fact.
nice promises and the American second issue of the INTERIM, I
Mr. John·son's answer to Viet people haven't heard any better will answer any and all letters
Nam, to Sen. Goldwater's blase from the other side of the fence.
concerning your private problems
"win the war" comment of several .And as for freedom, with some in a special column. The column
weeks ago was the answer of a thought few can deny the Presi- will be entitled, "Uncle Frufna Adman who knows politics and un- dent's statement that Americans vises."
derstands power: "Peace comes today are freer than 20 or 30 years
Come to me, friends, with your
not through strength alone, but ago. The man with a good educa-. romantic, domestic, economic, acathrough wisdom, and patience, and tion a full stomach, and an honest demic, soci_al, political, or mental
restraint." To those who are dis- da/s wage has a better chance problems. I can help you because
satisfied, who question the pecu- any day. And in the long run he I've been through it all.
liar status of the U.S. in Southeast is the strength of America, and
Be sure to bring your letters to
Asia, he promised no easy arn;wers, herein lies her freedom.
but rather a pledge of "the firmness to defend freedom the
strength to support that firmness
-and a constant, patient effort to
move the world toward peace."

pedal the racial issue south of the
Mason-Dixon line to obtain segregatio_nists' votes. A
_ nd while we
are on the subJ·ect of such inconsistencies, let us dwell for a moment on a particular set of circumstances in the recent past of Mr.
Johnson. When he ran for both
the United States Senate and the
Vice-presidency in 1960, he engaged in the ultimate of inconsistency of principle. The Texas state
Democratic convention adopted a
platform which was a point-forpoint refutation of the national
Democratic platform, yet Mr. Johnson represented both that year.
The national platform called for
almost unlimited concentration of
power in federal hands, while the
Texas state platform denounced
federal interference and the "menacing power" of the central government. The national indorsed
sit-in demonstrations; Texas· called
for the enforcement of laws designed to protect private property
from physical occupation. The national called for federal aid to education while the state opposed the
entry of the federal government
into the field of public education.
The national was for medicare
legislation; Texas opposed such
"socialistic" measures. These inconsistencies in the record of Mr.
Johnson seem to reveal a dual personality which is hiding under his
"father image"; and his ultimate
goal may not be one of service to
country; but rather control of
country.
Have we come to that point deI
scribed by Dostoevsky's Grand nquisitor in "The Brothers Karamozov" where he says, "Today
people are more persuaded than
ever that they have perfect freedom, yet they have brought their
freedom to us and laid it humbly
at our feet"?

"17.0TTD p•noiDTE'lllc:)
soiT
T7V'Df
lr.l.::J
'L.I _,, .fi. •
the INTERIM office, E 210, which
is right above the cafeteria. Address them to me, Uncle Frufna,
and I will print y:our letter along
with my compassionate and helpful answer. Your identity will not
be disclosed upon request.
Don't torture yourself any longer. Act now. Be the first in your
block to receive help.
Your counselor and friend,
Uncle Frufna
P.S. If no one is in the office,
slip your letter under the door.

World Traveler
To Speak On Russia

These are the words of a man
who understands power and the
use of it, for it is certainly not
always in the employment of force
and manned strength that any nation can win political advantage.
Sometimes it must be in the long,
tedious waiting which many mistakenly confuse with defeat.

Miss Virginia Finnegan, a former student of C.T.C.-N. now completing her studies at Mundelein
College, has just returned from an
educational trip to the Soviet
Union. On her trip she visited the
major cities and other interesting
places accompanied by twenty six
other college students.

On invitation of the Russian
Club, Miss Finnegan will speak
about her trip and show slides in
the Little Theater on Thursday,
September 24, at 1 P .M. All students are cordially invited to hear
a first-hand report about Russia
and its people.

STEVE
TALLACKSON
FOR SENATOR

"A THINKING MAN"
-

Paid Advertisement -
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ADVICE OFFERED INCOMING · FRESHMEN
by Gregory Gottsteln

Perhaps the only thing that
gives value to the following article
is that it is free.
Editors are funny people generally and mine are no exception.
They seem to believe that because
I should graduate at the end of this
trimester I am thereby qualified
to advise other people on how to
get through ·c .T.C.-N. the easy
way. I suppose some people in
my situation would say that there
is no easy way. I tend to agree
but I think that there is such a
thing as an easier way.
At the very start something
should be said about the nature of
knowledge. In all probability you
will learn very little during your
9 or 10 trimester sojourn at this
institution. Here I am restricting
learning to mean attaining genuine knowledge. Genuine knowledge
refers to something like, "the
whole is greater than any of its
parts." We know this to be · true
by the nature of wholes and parts.
All the rest is opinion which you
obviously could have without going
to college. It is true that your
opinion should be based on genu-

ine knowledge but this you should
already have in the guise of common sense. Very little genuine
knowledge goes against common
sense. What perhaps I am getting
at is the idea that by using common sense you can get through any
course here at C.T.C.-N.
One common complaint among
students is that they do not show
off to best advantage during tests.
This is usually due to tension
caused by worrying about getting
a high mark. The majority of people taking a test are not worried
simply about passing but they are
concerned about that "A" or "B"
that everyone wants. My advice is
not to be ·greedy- take every test
with the attitude that you can get
a "C" with no sweat and that is
all you really want. The "A's" and
"B's" are much more likely to follow if you are confident and relaxed while taking the exam.
Op e of the big trouble spots at
C.T.C.-N. is connected with "bu:;iy
work." "Busy work" is a term in
this college which refers to any
written assignment which requires
more physical labor than it does

mental. Although it is true that
"busy work" has been used almost
synonomously with the Education
Department with some accuracy,
we find "busy work" in every department.
There are various methods for
lightening the burden and my advice is to employ them all where
"busy work" is concerned. If some
of them seem a might on the shady
side set your conscience at ease
with the thought that you wouldn't
·learn anything anyway if you actually went ahead and did all the
"busy work" assignments. Incidentally, very few students actually go out and honestly do all · of
their own "busy work."

Artiushenko, Robert I.
Bartkiew icz, Alice J.
Boyd, Rosemary A.
Cannizzo, Frances M.
Chait, Debbie A.
Collins , Eleanor O.
Cour tney, Jerry D.
Deane, Barbara M.
Dinelli, Wayne A.
Doetschman, Evelyn L.
Dolnick, Gene
Drexler, Carole Ann
Dunn, Ann
Eichen s tein, Rebecca L.
E s keli, Dorothy A.
F r eeman, Sharon M.
Friedman, Hedy E.
Gibbs, Diane A.
Gilfo rd, Suzanne E.
Ginsburg, Ethel R.
Gladstone, Linda S.
Golub, Ilene C.
Goodwin, Daniel L.
Heneghan, Helen M.
Jankowski, Christine L .
Jones, Judith M.
Kaminsky, Dale E.

Kania, Karen H.

Kaplan, Arlene
Kase, Gloria K.
Keane, John J.
Kenders, Dolores A.
Kottler. Susan L.
Krull, Karen L.
Krupa, Carol A.
Laub, eBatrice K.
Lavine, Marilyn
Levin, Michael J .
Luskin, Phyllis J.
Maguire, Roberta A.
Mandell, Reni-Zoe
O' Neill, Elizabeth E,
Ohren, Nancy K,
Ohren, Susan L. •
Palmer, Mary N.
Panella, Joanne C.
Perno, Carol C.
Porges, Walter
Prale, Ruth
Rafal, Nancy F .
Rapport, Robin S.
Redemske, Joyce M.
Rogers, Mary T.
Rosenthal, Barbara J.
Russell, Marilyn J.
R ybandt, Joyce
Schneiderman, Eileen
Sherman, Bonnie
Siegel, Naomi R.
Singer, Joan Y.
Skorczewski, Pamela H.
Smyrniotis , Bessie
Thoennes, Martha M.
U ebel, Judith A.
Valko, Marilyn J.
Vlahos, Christine H.
V odin, Ulrich G.
V ojtech, Janice L.
Wagner, Jill R .

Weil, Adele
Zanzi, Bonnie L.
Zimmer, Judith A.

HONORS
Abrama, Barbara C.
Afremow, Nina
Alexander, Ernest M.
Allain, Michael L.
Alletto, Dixie L.
Anselmini, Violet L.
Antman, Betty Z.
Auerbach, Ann I.
Bacher, Carol L.
Bachewicz, Joanne M.
Bairstow., Patricia
Bannick, Marybeth
Barker, Patricia
Bassler, Cheryl A.
Beaton, Bonnie J.
Becker, Judith A.
Benson, Arnold L .
Berns tein, Ad r ian S.
Biron, Barbara A.
Blair, Miriam L.
Blakley, Diane M.
Boettcher , Sandra L.
Bolnick, Susan J.
Brayndick, Susanne
Burdine, Rita C.
Burski, Nancy L.
Butalla, Barbara E.
Carg ill, Thomas J .
Cha lk, Kathleen 0.
Channon, Stuart S.
Che rn off, Frieda S.
Ciardullo, Candace
Cohen, Judith S.
Cohn, Susan A .
Comitor, Lynda J.
Cutler, Dale M.
Czech, John A.
Deckert, Edith A.
Deering , Dolores M.
Dervis, George W.
Dobr zynski, Mary E.
Drufke, Marcyann T.
Dunn, Sheila I.
Ehlert, Roxy L.
Eisen, Sandra L.
E s posito, Ralph J.
Evans, Margaret T.
Faron, Nancy
Feld, Marilla T.
Feldman, Lola
Ferstein, Michael N .
Fik, Antoinette M.
F innegan, Patricia
Flanzbaum, Geraldine A.
F ortes, Mars ha
Fosco, Gina M.
Friedman, Adrian H.
Fukuyama, Jeanette J.
Gabriel, Thelma J.
Gad, Mary Ellen G.
Gaertner., Patricia L .
Garfield, Michele G. .
Ga zdic, Joan M.
Gear on, Judith
Geffert, Louise J.
Geig er, Lorette

Geller, Lea Rae
Goldsand, Betty G.
Gosse, Virginia R.
Granat, Norma E.
G r inker , Dia na J .
Grudnick i, Willia m
Gruebnau, Roberta G.
Gull, Mary Therese
Gunderson, Marilyn
Hackbarth, Susan M.
Hammar, Kathleen A .
H a rris, Sharon
H ealey, Patricia A.
Hilton , Alma E.
Holzwarth, Gloria K.
Hopp, Vivian M.
Hruza, Roberta A.
H yman, Geraldine
Idstein , Richard L.
Jacobs, Miriam S.
Jasen, Karen M.
Jaskierski, Victor ia K.
J on es, Jean L.
J oseph, Barbara
Kadish, Melva M.
K a iser, Eva S.
Kalfen, Barbara Jo
Keating., Mary T.
K etner, Sharon R.
Kempton, Gail L.
Kij ek, Mary L.
Kinahan, Ellen M .
Kipta , Mary J.
Kittler, Patricia A.
Klein, Anita L.
Knee, Donna L.
Kraiss, Frances E.
Kraus, Est her M.
Krinberg, Andrea
Kroan, Myra
Krohner, Barbara B.
L as te r , Norma B.
L az zara , Lydia R.
Lichter man, Pamela
Loots, Joyce A .
Lorvig, Mary J .
Maloney, Mary C.
ManuShkin, Frances
Marks, Barbara J.
McGa g en, Lynne V.
Michaelson, Anita G.
Michela, Suzanne M.
Miller, Dorothy O.
Miracle, Thomas J.
M·irus, J oseph P.
Mitchell, Nancy C.
Mohrman, Alice A.
Morriss, Jacklyn S.
Morse, Bonita M.
N eider, Truda L .
N es t e r, Barbara A.
Nes tler., Herbert R ., Jr.
N ewberg , Ruth 0.
Nichols, Susan A.
N iemiec, Melanie F .
N otar, Alice P.
Novak, N ancy A .
O'Brien, Ann M.
O' Hara, Caron R .
O'L eary, Ma r ilyn A.
Ogg, Lucy
Olson, Larry R.

The next most effective method
is to avoid as much as possible the
"busy work" teachers. This can
sometimes be accomplished by judicious juggling of one's schedule
and by being very, very leery of
the T.B.A.'s, especially in one Department which is famous for its
registration tactics.

Concerning classroom behavior
and participation I suggest three
rules. They are: (1) don't try to
dontinate the discussion, (2) think
before speaking, and (3) don't be
afraid to disagree with the instructor. Again, if we use common
sense it is · possible to make a fine
By far the easiest method is to impression in the classroom.
go out and buy your "busy work"
at the nearest "busy work" blackNothing has been said about domarket. The buying and selling of ing the reading, the many good
"busy work" is made possible be- written assignment and attendance
cause, by and large, the teachers as these are matters which should
who hand out "busy work" are an be worked out exactly as the inunimaginative lot. Every trimes- structor desires. There are, of ·
ter they hand out the same dreary course, easier ways, but that would
assignments and every trimester have to be the subject of a different
they get back the same dreary as- article.

DEAN'S LIST ANNOUNCED

HIGH HONORS

signments with different names on
them.

Omens, Ellen
Paull, Anthony D .
Pellicore, Robert J.
Perrella, Donna" L .
P eter s, Carole L .
Pinkus, Jan ice E .
Plonder. Gall A.
Pociask, Janice E.
Podraza, Anthony J.
Portman, Jacqueline J.
Prabish, Carole A.
Press, Sherry
P r okop, Elfrieda M.
Raica, Philip H.
Ramsla nd, Lillian A.
Ranieri, Marie F .
Readdy, Genevieve
Romano, Judith A.
Roth, Barbara S.
Roth, Iris M.
Rubens, Elaine D .
Rush, Mary L.
Sakauye, Susan H.
Salberg, Susan S.
Salma noff, Warren E.
Samuels, Rae
Schmidt, Rosemary
Schwartz, Cherie S.
Schwartz, Morris L.
Seitman, Patricia A.
Senkel, Robert F.
Seraphine, Rosemary M.
Sharkan, Marsha R.
Shubert, Mary V.
Sh utan, Jocelyn
Sieben, Michelene
Sieben, Susan A .
Siem, Karen E.
Simons , Jill G.
Smith, Doris M.
S pellaza, Kathleen
Spiegel, N a ncy
Spivak, Barbara A.
Splett, Melinda H.
S t ailey, Donald F.
Starr, Helene R.
Sullivan, Kathy L .
Sullivan, Timothy J.
Sussman, Rosamond C.
Swanson, Carol Anne
Tanner, Patrick F.
Teichman, Joyce E.
Thomas, Lynn L.
Thomas, Virginia P .
Torf, Rita B.
Treblin, Esther
Trojan, °Charles L.
Trops tein, Donna J.
Truher, Laurene
Vollert, Nancy E.
Wachholz, Cheryl
Wanders, Emilie J.
Waring, Judy K.
Waskow, Janet C.
Weber, Margaret A .
Weinman, Lois T .
Wesol, Cathe Mae M.
Whalen, Henriette K.
Winches ter, Rosalyn
Wolf, Anne H.
Zientko, Judith A.

clark
theatre
enioy our special
student rate

50c

at all
times

for any college student presenting
student I.D. card at our box office.
• different double feature daily
• open 7:30 a .m.-late show 3 a . m.
• Sunday Film Guild
• every Wed. anil Fri. is Ladies Dayall gals admitted far 40c ·
• little gal-lery far gals only
• dark parking-I door south
4 hrs.-95c after 5 p.m .

write for free monthly program

clark & madison -

fr. 2-2843
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C. SIMPSON
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"ACTION"

